As an emerging technology, memristors are nanoionic-based electrochemical systems that retains their resistance state based on the history of the applied voltage/current. They can be used for on-chip memory and storage, biologically inspired computing, and in-memory computing. However, the underlying physicochemical processes of memristors still need deeper understanding for the optimization of the device properties to meet the practical application requirements. Herein, we review recent progress in understanding the memristive mechanisms and influential factors for the optimization of memristive switching performances. We first describe the working mechanisms of memristors, including the dynamic processes of active metal ions, native oxygen ions and other active ions in ECM cells, VCM devices and ion gel-based devices, and the switching mechanisms in organic devices, along with discussions on the influential factors of the device performances. The optimization of device properties by electrode/interface engineering, types/configurations of dielectric materials and bias scheme is then illustrated. Finally, we discuss the current challenges and the future development of the memristor.
Introduction
Memristor is an abbreviation for memory-resistor, which is a resistive device with the memory property due to its state being a function of the operation history. The concept of memristor was first put forward by Leon Chua in 1971 [1] through reasoning from symmetry arguments and formulating mathematically the relationship between the charge q and the flux ϕ (q =q(ϕ) or ϕ =φ(q)), as the fourth basic circuit element beyond the resistor, capacitor and inductor. In 2008, Williams et al. [2] were the first to link resistive switches to the physical implementation of memristors with the device structure of Pt/TiO 2−x /TiO 2 /Pt ( Figure 1 ). Since then, such devices have aroused ever-increasing research interest and were developed rapidly with both inorganic and organic electronic materials, leading to applications in nonvolatile memory devices [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] for information storage in the big-data era beyond Moore's law, in-memory computing [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] for eliminating the energy-intensive and time consuming data movement through the von Neumann communication bottleneck in the data-intensive tasks, biologically inspired synaptic devices [11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] for cognitive processing and big-data analysis, as well as hardware security for the era of the Internet of Things (IoT) [19] [20] [21] . 
Switching Mechanisms of Memristor
It is vital to explore the physical mechanisms of memristor from the dynamic aspects of ion transport and electrochemical reactions at the nanoscale for its technology development. Typically, memristors include electrochemical metallization (ECM) devices based on the cation migration and valence change memory (VCM) cells through the active oxygen ions species migration.
Dynamic Process of Active Metal Ions in ECM Device
In the ECM device, an electrochemically active electrode such as Ag or Cu and an electrochemically inert counter electrode are used as the anode and the cathode, respectively. Through electrochemical and migration processes of active electrode ions, Ag or Cu nanofilaments are constructed in the switching layer via three steps ( 
2) transport of cations toward the inert electrode across the dielectric thin film under high field; 3) reduction of cations to atoms, leading to the nucleation and growth of metal clusters and eventually the metallic nanofilaments.
During these steps, ions can transport fast under the high field at room temperature with exponential speeding contributed to the barrier lowering:
where v , a , and a E are the transport velocity, hopping distance, and migration barrier of the cation, respectively, f is the attempt frequency, B k is the Boltzmann's constant, q is the ion charge, Exciting applications of memristors originate from their physical variable resistance. Memristors usually have the simple sandwiched structure with two electrodes and a thin film of switching layer in between [22] . The switching layer can commonly be dynamically reconfigured to form and rupture nanofilaments through redistribution of ions, induced by electrical stress-driven the migration and electrochemical redox process at atomic scale, resulting in reversible change in resistance state (RS) [23, 24] . Thus, characteristics of memristor can be affected by many factors including electrode and switching layer materials, interfaces between electrode and switching layer [25] , and/or ambient [26, 27] . We review the mechanisms of memristor, with particular attention on the kinetic and thermodynamic processes during the filament evolution. The influencing factors and performance optimization of memristive materials and memristive devices, together with their current challenges and future perspectives are also presented.
Switching Mechanisms of Memristor
Dynamic Process of Active Metal Ions in ECM Device
In the ECM device, an electrochemically active electrode such as Ag or Cu and an electrochemically inert counter electrode are used as the anode and the cathode, respectively. Through electrochemical and migration processes of active electrode ions, Ag or Cu nanofilaments are constructed in the switching layer via three steps ( Figure 2 ) [28] :
(1) ionization of the active electrode material into cations under the electric filed;
(2) transport of cations toward the inert electrode across the dielectric thin film under high field; (3) reduction of cations to atoms, leading to the nucleation and growth of metal clusters and eventually the metallic nanofilaments.
where v, a, and E a are the transport velocity, hopping distance, and migration barrier of the cation, respectively, f is the attempt frequency, k B is the Boltzmann's constant, q is the ion charge, T is the absolute temperature, and E is the applied electric field which can get very high readily in nanoscale thin films even at moderate voltages. From Equation (3), the drift velocity is exponential proportional to the applied field E. However, although there is a simple link between drift velocity and bias field, the high ion mobility is not understood in detail.
T is the absolute temperature, and E is the applied electric field which can get very high readily in nanoscale thin films even at moderate voltages. From Equation (3), the drift velocity is exponential proportional to the applied field E. However, although there is a simple link between drift velocity and bias field, the high ion mobility is not understood in detail. From a macro aspect, cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements can be used to identify the redox reactions of the cations during resistive switching. The positive and negative ionic current peaks correspond to oxidation and reduction processes of cations, respectively. Figure 3a shows the redox process of Cu ions in a Cu/SiO2/Pt device [29] . The ionic current peak values are proportional to the square root of the voltage sweep rate (Figure 3b ) [30] , as the Randles-Sevcik equation expresses the peak current density 2.99 10
where z is the number of transferring electrons during the redox reaction, ox c is the concentration of the ions,  and ox D are the charge transfer coefficient and the diffusion coefficient of the ions, respectively, and s v is the sweeping rate. From a macro aspect, cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements can be used to identify the redox reactions of the cations during resistive switching. The positive and negative ionic current peaks correspond to oxidation and reduction processes of cations, respectively. Figure 3a shows the redox process of Cu ions in a Cu/SiO 2 /Pt device [29] . The ionic current peak values are proportional to the square root of the voltage sweep rate (Figure 3b ) [30] , as the Randles-Sevcik equation expresses the peak current density
where z is the number of transferring electrons during the redox reaction, c ox is the concentration of the ions, α and D ox are the charge transfer coefficient and the diffusion coefficient of the ions, respectively, and v s is the sweeping rate. From the microscopic perspective, Valov et al. [31, 32] first reported the electrochemical Ag nucleation process at the atomic scale using the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and it was found that Ag critical nucleus formation is the rate-limiting step. The nucleation rate J(s) is given based on the atomistic model for electrocrystallization by:
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e , N Ag , Z 0 , Γ, α and h are the numbers of Ag + ions and of active sites, Zeldovich factor, cathodic transfer coefficient and the Planck constant, respectively, N c stands for the number of atoms constituting the critical nucleus, ℵ is the transmission probability of an electron, ∆G = is the free activation enthalpy of the charge transfer reaction (at ∆G = = 0) and Φ(N c ) is the specific surface energy of the critical nucleus. Figure 4a ,b show the STM images of the RbAg 4 I 5 surface before and after the deposition of a cluster, and the smallest cluster was approximately 5 nm in diameter and 3 nm in height (Figure 4c ). The dynamical change of shape, size, and position of nanoscale clusters in dielectrics with applied voltage were studied through in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) by Yang et al. [33] . They can be affected by the kinetic parameters including ion mobility and redox rates, leading to four different filament growth modes and geometries (Figure 4d-g ). From a macro aspect, cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements can be used to identify the redox reactions of the cations during resistive switching. The positive and negative ionic current peaks correspond to oxidation and reduction processes of cations, respectively. Figure 3a shows the redox process of Cu ions in a Cu/SiO2/Pt device [29] . The ionic current peak values are proportional to the square root of the voltage sweep rate (Figure 3b ) [30] , as the Randles-Sevcik equation expresses the peak current density 2.99 10
where z is the number of transferring electrons during the redox reaction, ox c is the concentration of the ions,  and ox D are the charge transfer coefficient and the diffusion coefficient of the ions, respectively, and s v is the sweeping rate. I: When the ion mobility µ and the redox rates Γ i are high, the cations can arrive the inert electrode, leading to the filament growing from the inert electrode and forming an inverted cone-shaped filament ( Figure 4d ) [34, 35] . II: When µ and Γ i are low, the filament grows from the active electrode towards the inert electrode by cluster migration via the repeated splitting-merging processes (Figure 4e ) [36] . III: When µ is low while Γ i is high, nucleation emerges inside the dielectric layer and the cations are reduced onto the cathode side of the nuclei, leading to the connection of the nuclei and the active electrode. Repeating of the process induces an effective forward growth towards the inert electrode ( Figure 4f ) [33] . IV: When µ is high while Γ i is low, nucleation only occurs at the counter electrode but the limited ion supply leads to branched filament growth towards the active electrode (Figure 4g ) [36] . In short, the nucleation sites and the direction of the filament growth are determined by the ion mobility µ, while the ion supply and the geometry of the filament lie on the redox rates Γ i . Significantly, different filament growth modes can occur in the same device through tuning growth dynamics carefully as shown in the Figure 4h -l [33] . For instance, the initial growth mode of filament is the step-by-step bootstrapping Ag cluster (Figure 4h -k) in the device Ag/SiO 2 /W. Afterwards, a newly cone-shaped filament is formed with much wider base lying at the W cathode electrode side (Figure 4l ), implying transition of filament growth mode from I to II. The switching kinetics are essentially affected by ionic processes on the very nanoscale. Nanofilament can be reversibly formed and annihilated by electric field induced ions migration. Especially, when, during the process of forming or breaking the filament with lateral dimension being comparable to the Fermi wavelength and even smaller than the mean free path of electrons [37, 38] . In this case, a quantum point contact is formed by just one atom, or just a few atoms and charge carriers can transport ballistically without any scattering leading to quantum conductance [39, 40] in the unit of G 0 = 2e 2 /h (where e is the electron charge and h is the Planck's constant). 
Dynamic Process of Native Oxygen Ions in Oxide-Based VCM Device
In the VCM device consisting of electrochemically inert anode/cathode electrodes and oxide dielectric, the active species, participating in electrochemical processes and redistribution, are native oxygen ions or oxygen vacancies inside the oxide-based electrolytes. The high electric field could break the bonds between oxygen and metal, which transform into oxygen ions and metal cations. Under the electric field, oxygen ions leave their lattice sites and created V O s in the switching layer, as indicated by the oxygen exchange reaction [41] 
where O O and V
··
O denote oxygen ions of the lattice sites and oxygen vacancies, respectively, which induces the formation of a conducting suboxide filament. The metal cation in the oxide is reduced to a lower valence state (Forming/Set process) and the subsequent being oxidized back to the near-stoichiometric oxide composition (Reset process) (Figure 5a ) [28, 42] . The formation and annihilation of conductive nanopaths were observed in the Pt/ZnO/Pt device (Figure 5b,d) by Chen et al. [43] due to the migration of oxygen ions and redox process using in-situ TEM. The electrochemical redox reaction is given by:
In addition, the components of the nanofilament and ruptured area were identified as the Zn-dominated [4] . By using scanning transmission synchrotron X-ray spectromicroscopy (STXM), Williams et al. directly observed the formation of a localized oxygen-deficiency-derived conductive channel surrounded by a low-conductivity ring of excess oxygen in the hafnium oxide memristors [46] . Furthermore, oxygen-deficient nano-filaments are also directly identified employing a C S -corrected transmission electron microscope in HfO x memristors by Yang et al. [47] .
Direct microscopic detection of oxygen ion motion at the nanoscale is vital for disclosing mechanisms of memory, optimizing storage performances and developing applications of VCM devices. Unfortunately, detecting the migration of oxygen ions and consequent growth/dissolution of oxygen-deficient nanofilaments are challenging, due to the low atomic number of oxygen element and the fact that the normally used electron microscopy imaging mainly utilizes the mass attribute of ions. Some notable progresses about detection of oxygen ion motion were made recently using the charge properties of ions. Kang et al. [48] directly observed oxygen vacancy nanofilament evolution in the HfO x film by in-situ electron holography through detecting the electrostatic potential distribution and low-energy-filtering that can reflect the oxygen concentration changes. Figure 6a shows the phase featuring ∆ϕ bias (x, y) that indicates the electric potential evolutions during the Forming and Reset processes with applied positive (7 V) and negative (−6.5 V) voltages, respectively. The negative potential is due to the electron transport in the migration path and can used for tracking the evolution of the oxygen vacancies nanofilament. Also, the low-energy-filtered images confirm that oxygen concentration is reduced in the forming process (Figure 6b ), which indicates the removal of the oxygen ions from the HfO x matrix with the V O s formation. Yang et al. [47] verified the migration and accumulation of oxygen ions in HfO 2 -based memristor by brilliantly utilizing in-situ electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) measurements where the 1ω and 2ω (Figure 6d ,e) components of the electrostatic force gradient between the probe and the conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) stimulated (different voltages) region (Figure 6c ) indicate the charges accumulation and structural distortions, respectively. These results show oxygen ion migration and accumulation in HfO 2 matrix. The evolution dynamics of oxygen ion migration inducing oxygen-deficient nanofilaments were shown in Figure 6f . When positive bias is applied through the tip, the oxygen ions migrate to the anodic interface with oxygen vacancies accumulating from the cathodic interface to the anodic interface (the formation of the oxygen-deficient nanofilaments). Subsequently, applying reversible bias can drive oxygen ions moving back into the oxide, resulting in the dissolution of the existing nanofilament. Other simple and efficient approaches, which can identify the oxygen ion motion at the atomic scale, are to be developed to further understand dynamic processes of oxygen ions for providing a more general understanding of the oxygen-deficient nanofilaments evolution in the oxide-based memristor. scanning transmission synchrotron X-ray spectromicroscopy (STXM), Williams et al. directly observed the formation of a localized oxygen-deficiency-derived conductive channel surrounded by a low-conductivity ring of excess oxygen in the hafnium oxide memristors [46] . Furthermore, oxygendeficient nano-filaments are also directly identified employing a CS-corrected transmission electron microscope in HfOx memristors by Yang et al. [47] . Direct microscopic detection of oxygen ion motion at the nanoscale is vital for disclosing mechanisms of memory, optimizing storage performances and developing applications of VCM devices. Unfortunately, detecting the migration of oxygen ions and consequent growth/dissolution of oxygendeficient nanofilaments are challenging, due to the low atomic number of oxygen element and the fact that the normally used electron microscopy imaging mainly utilizes the mass attribute of ions. Some notable progresses about detection of oxygen ion motion were made recently using the charge interface with oxygen vacancies accumulating from the cathodic interface to the anodic interface (the formation of the oxygen-deficient nanofilaments). Subsequently, applying reversible bias can drive oxygen ions moving back into the oxide, resulting in the dissolution of the existing nanofilament. Other simple and efficient approaches, which can identify the oxygen ion motion at the atomic scale, are to be developed to further understand dynamic processes of oxygen ions for providing a more general understanding of the oxygen-deficient nanofilaments evolution in the oxide-based memristor. 
Dynamic Process of Other Active Ions

Native Active Ions from Dielectric
In some sandwiched devices, anion/cation from the intermediate dielectric (e.g., LiCoO 3 , CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , and MoS 2 ) can migrate under electric field, which may be an obstacle to practical applications. So, understanding and control of the ion generation and migration will not only improve device performances but also develop new device concepts. Zhu et al. directly observed the lithium ions movement in Li x CoO 2 [49] , as well as clarified the transport of iodine ions with lower activation energy and formation/annihilation of iodine vacancies nanofilaments in CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 [50, 51] under the electrical field. The Li-ion can preferentially migrate in the grain boundary of the Li x CoO 2 nanocrystal (Figure 7a) , being attributed to a low Li-ion diffusion energy barrier through high-density defects. Besides, the conductivity is directly correlated to the location of the measurement spots on the Li x CoO 2 grain, wherein the grain boundary regions were more conductive (I and V) than the interiors of the grain (Figure 7b,c) . The switching threshold voltages shows a close linear relationship with the distance from grain boundaries (Figure 7d ), which indicates that Li ions can be extracted more easily from the Li x CoO 2 grain boundary. On the other hand, in the electroformed devices with CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , I intensity gradually decreased from the anode to the cathode (1, 2, 3, and 4 locations) (Figure 7e,f) with I:Pb ratio reducing to 1 near the cathode (at location 4) (Figure 7g ), which illustrates the I ions movement into the anode/CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 interface and V I nanofilament being formed (Figure 7h ). Sangwan et al. [52, 53] stated that sulfur ions can transport along grain boundaries in single-layer MoS 2 -based memristor, leading to the increase of sulphur vacancy concentrations with resistance decreasing. However, a direct observation experiment of the sulfion ions migration will be needed at the atomic scale in the layered transition metal chalcogenides-based memristor.
the (Figure 7b,c) . (Figure 7d) , which indicates that Li ions can be extracted more easily from the LixCoO2 grain boundary. On the other hand, in the electroformed devices with CH3NH3PbI3, I intensity gradually decreased from the anode to the cathode (1, 2, 3, and 4 locations) (Figure 7e ,f) with I:Pb ratio reducing to 1 near the cathode (at location 4) (Figure 7g) , which illustrates the I ions movement into the anode/CH3NH3PbI3 interface and VI nanofilament being formed ( Figure  7h ). Sangwan et al. [52, 53] stated that sulfur ions can transport along grain boundaries in single-layer MoS2-based memristor, leading to the increase of sulphur vacancy concentrations with resistance decreasing. However, a direct observation experiment of the sulfion ions migration will be needed at the atomic scale in the layered transition metal chalcogenides-based memristor. 
Active Cations from Ion Gel in Three-Terminal Electrochemical Transistors
The insertion and extraction of the ions (e.g., Li + , H + ), located in the electrolytes, to/from the functional layer can modulate memory characteristics and enrich device functionalities [54, 55] . So, studying and understanding the evolution and control of ions in the dielectric under electrical bias are critically important for the reliable applications (e.g., neuromorphic computing). Yang et al. [56] realized reversible intercalation of active Li ions from gate electrolytes into layered 2D α-MoO 3 lattice through gate voltages induced electrochemical doping in three-terminal electrochemical transistors (ECT) as electronic synaptic devices. When a positive gate voltage was applied, Li ions from the solid electrolyte accumulated on the MoO 3 channel surface in the beginning. Then, they were injected into the interior (Figure 8a ) to form Li x MoO 3 compound inside the MoO 3 channel, leading to electrochemical doping and modulating of the conductance of the device. Electrochemical doping can be expressed as:
where x is the number of injected Li ions. It can be found that the valence of Mo ions changes from 6+ to 5+. On the contrary, a negative gate voltage can fully extract the Li ions from the MoO 3 channel into the electrolyte (Figure 8b ) with the channel conductance returning initial value. The extracting electrochemical process can be expressed as:
The dynamical evolution process of Li ions migration was further studied by Huang et al. [57] through systematic cross-sectional TEM observations on a 3-terminal transistors with a WSe 2 channel and Li ion gel gate, which implements the drifting or attraction of Li ions to/from the channel under the voltage pulses. When a one-time voltage pulse was applied on the device, the crystal structure of WSe 2 channel was almost invariant (Figure 8c,d) as Li ions are just adsorbed on the surface of the WSe 2 channel (Figure 8e ) and readily diffusing back into the ion gel after the removal of voltage supply. This electrical transport behavior can be used as short-term plasticity (STP) in synaptic mimicking. In contrast, when successive voltage pulses were applied, clear structure disorders in the WSe 2 lattice were observed (Figure 8f,g ), indicating that Li ions already intercalated into the WSe 2 lattice (Figure 8h ) [58] [59] [60] . Furthermore, these embedded Li ions hardly diffuse back to the ion gel spontaneously after removing the voltage, which resembles the long-term plasticity (LTP) of a biological synapse. Injection of H ions from ionic liquid (IL) electrolyte in the WO3 epitaxial films was studied by Jin et al. [61] , which can modify the transport behaviors of device. Under a low positive gate voltage (VG), the anions (TFSI -) and cations (DEME + ) in IL accumulate at the IL/gate and IL/channel interfaces re- Injection of H ions from ionic liquid (IL) electrolyte in the WO 3 epitaxial films was studied by Jin et al. [61] , which can modify the transport behaviors of device. Under a low positive gate voltage (V G ), the anions (TFSI − ) and cations (DEME + ) in IL accumulate at the IL/gate and IL/channel interfaces respectively to form electric double layers (EDLs) (Figure 8i) , which introduces the concentration of electrons in the semiconductor channel and decreases the device resistance. Once V G is removed, the resistance will recover by the ion relaxation. If applied V G is higher than the hydrolysis reaction threshold voltage (V T ), water molecules in IL dissociate into protons and hydroxyls, with which the protons can be inserted into WO 3 to cause valence change from W 6+ to W 5+ and forms a stable H x WO 3 phase (Figure 8j ) with nonvolatile resistance decreasing. The protons can dope at the A-sites of WO 3 that provide ample interstitial space for ion intercalation and extraction.
Currently, researchers often utilized single ionic species (e.g., Li + , H + ) from ion gel to modify device properties. The electric field induced dual-ion modulation needs further research and development, which is more interesting and may achieve wider functionalities.
Switching Mechanisms in Organic Devices
Organic materials including small molecules, polymers and hybrid materials have advantages of low-cost potential, easy processability and chemical tunability and designability, etc. [7, 62, 63] Many studies have been conducted on mechanistic understanding in the organic-based memristor with intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] , in order to optimize the composition and design of organic materials for commercial translation. The extrinsic mechanisms are active metal electrode ions injecting into organic materials [71] [72] [73] [74] , while the intrinsic mechanisms are even more striking, including the charge transfer between the electron donating and accepting [68, 75] , electrochemical redox reaction [64, 66, 67, 69] , and conformational change [65, 70] . Some advanced approaches have been exploited to study conduction mechanisms in the organic materials-based memristors, e.g., the in-situ Raman mapping and fluorescence measurements. Understanding the primary driving mechanism in organic resistive memory devices is a challenge and requires in-situ molecular characterization for such devices. Some advanced approaches have been exploited to study conduction mechanisms in the organic materials-based memristors. For example, by constructing a three terminal polythiophene device, McCreery et al. [76] performed direct observation of the working memory device with spatially resolved Raman spectroscopy, and provided direct correlation of conductivity changes with generation of conducting polarons in the polythiophene layer. Polarons are radical cation that formed by losing unbonded electrons from the sulfur atom on the polythiophene during electric field-driven redox reaction process. The source (S)-drain (D) conductivity, which is quite small at initial state, increase significantly after a V SG = +2 V due to formation of conducting polarons in the channel region. At a bias of V SG = −2 V, the remaining polarons were reduced back to their neutral state, resulting in small SD current (Figure 9a ). The Raman line scans across the gate region (Figure 9b) indicates that in the initial state the Raman peak at 1460 cm −1 corresponds to the neutral PQT is prominent. However, when a SG bias of 2 V was applied, the main Raman signal intensity from the entire S to D region shifts to the 1405 cm −1 position. The oxidation is reversible, with most of the charged PQT along the SD line reduced back to neutral PQT upon reversal of the bias to V SG = −2 V. This observation provides a direct correlation of polaron generation with device conductivity. Zhang et al. [77] (Figure 9d) , illustrating that the ferrocene (Fe 2+ ) moieties are partially oxidized into ferrocenium (Fe 3+ ). The TPA emission also weakens under higher voltage (5 V) (Figure 9e) , indicating TPA being oxidized. These results state the multilevel electrochemical redox behaviors of the solid-state PFTPA-Fc thin film. Although excellent work has been reported to reveal an in-depth understanding of the resistive switching mechanism in some organic materials, the complex structures of organic materials still make the general mechanisms of organic-based memristors yet to be further explored to design organic devices with superior performance for commercial translation. For example, the intrinsic factors that are responsible for each important switching parameter of memristors, such as the threshold voltage, hysteresis, thermal stability, and repeatability, are not well understood. Besides, constructing commercial memristor device demands extra ingredients including the ability to form uniform thin film, good mechanical stability, acceptable cell-to-cell uniformity, etc., wherein the underlying mechanisms are scarcely investigated.
Influence Factors of Memristive Performances and Optimization Methods
Memristive performances, consisting of uniformity, endurance, power consumption, switching speed and switching voltage values, are affected by many factors including the electrode types, interfaces between electrodes and switching materials, ambient atmosphere (e.g., oxygen and water molecules) and dielectric materials. Besides, the bias scheme, such as the voltages and time employed to program, erase, and read the devices would also be very critical. Memristive performances can be significantly improved by modulating these factors.
Electrode Engineering
As an integrated and important part of the sandwiched memristors, the memristive performances can be significantly affected by the electrode materials (intrinsic effect and configuration of electrode by designing structured electrodes). For example, high electronegativity and large ionic size (Pt, Au) possess larger OFF/ON ratios and Set voltages (Figure 10a,b) [78] , which can be attributed to the lack of the leaking sites in the Pt/Au devices as foreign metallic species and the larger ionic radius leading to a lower activation barrier for diffusion. Yang et al. [33] found that devices with different metal electrodes require different electric fields to drive ions for nanofilament formation. For example, the electrochemical process of Ag ions in SiO 2 is the easiest and requires a smaller electric field of <1 MV/cm −1 than Ni and Pt (3-5 MV cm −1 ). This can be ascribed to the polarizability increasing in the series Ag→Ni→Pt, as well as higher charge numbers and sizes of Ni and Pt ions [78] , which leads to their diffusion being difficult in switching layers. As such, Ag − /Cu − species can transport more easily in dielectrics [38] (especially Si [79] ), which introduces defect centers into the integrated silicon circuitry [80] . Guha et al. [79] employed first principles calculations for estimating diffusion barriers of active ions in HfO x . It is identified that Sn possesses a slower diffusion barrier without creating active defects, which reduces contamination risk than Cu and Ag. Besides, Sn-based devices show very fast and steep-slope memory switching, making itself a very good choice as CMOS compatible electrode material.
Carefully designing asymmetric devices can significantly improve memristive performances. Chen et al. [80] systematically studied the resistive switching characteristics including V Set /V Reset and OFF/ON ratios of TE (Ni, Co, Al, Ti, Zr and Hf) /Ta 2 O 5 /Pt memristors. The Al/Ta 2 O 5 /Pt and Ti/Ta 2 O 5 /Pt devices show the best memristive properties with very concentrated distributions and appropriate amplitudes of all parameters. These results are contributed by oxygen affinities of Ti and Al being comparable to that of Ta, which will lead to forming the thin interfacial layers served as reservoirs of oxygen ions and producing an appropriate amount of V O s accelerating the Set process. Therefore, it is better to choose the metal electrodes with comparable oxygen affinities to the metal in the dielectric layer. This rule also explains excellent endurance in the TiN/TiO 2 /Pt (>10 6 cycles) [81] , Hf/HfO 2 /TiN (>10 10 cycles) [82] and Ta/TaO x /Pt (>10 10 cycles) [83] memristors.
The configurations of electrode were also considered in some studies to modulate electric field for improving memristive performances. Shin et al. [84] designed a structured electrode to realize local enhancement of electric fields and controllable formation of nanofilament. Ag pyramid electrodes were prepared in the Ag/Al 2 O 3 /Pt devices, causing the nucleation and growth of Ag nanofilaments at the tip of the pyramid (Figure 10c ) with highly enhanced electric fields (Figure 10d ). Low and reliable switching voltages were obtained, and the endurance and retention of the device are highly improved [84] . Qian et al. [85] inserted gold nanoparticles between the switching layer (amorphous Si) and inert electrodes to modify electric field distribution and control the growth of the nanofilament (Figure 10e ) with great improvement of memristive performances (lower electroforming voltage and higher OFF/ON ratio) [85] . These electrode engineering strategies can be used to well improve the switching properties.
Interface Engineering
Interface engineering mainly means inserting an additional thin film at the interfaces between electrodes and switching layers or modifying morphology of interfaces to improve the performances of memristors. The additional thin films include AlO x [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] resistors and structure-defective graphene [91, 92] . For example, Chen et al. [88] obtained a lower operating current memory device TiN/Si/V:SiO 2 /Pt by inserting a α-Si thin layer at the TiN/V:SiO 2 interface and Si thin layer being oxidized to SiO x during Forming/Set process as series resistor of the SiO 2 . Also, Cho et al. [86] utilized the formation of AlO x layer through oxidation of Al layer by O 2 plasma treatment at the PI:PCBM/Al interface to enlarge OFF/ON ratios and reduce operating current in the Al/PI:PCBM/Al devices. Lee et al. [89] designed an asymmetric TaO x -based memristor Pt/Ta 2 O 5 /TaO x /Pt to localize resistance switching ( Figure 11a ) and obtained high switching-speed (10 ns), good endurance (>10 12 cycles), good retention (more than 10 years at 85 • C) and lower power-consumption performances. HRTEM and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) show that in Pt/Ta 2 O 5−x (the lighter colour) /TaO x (the darker colour) /Pt device (Figure 11b,c) the metal Ta clusters in the Ta 2 O 5−x layer account for the good device endurance characteristics. Lu et al. [91] optimized the device performance by inserting a structure-defective atomic thickness graphene with nanopores to block the oxygen ions migration and redox reaction processes at the nanoscale in the Ta/graphene/Ta 2 O 5 /Pd devices (Figure 11d) . The engineered controlling of the graphene nanopore size can effectively modulate the device performance (Figure 11e) .
The configurations of electrode were also considered in some studies to modulate electric field for improving memristive performances. Shin et al. [84] designed a structured electrode to realize local enhancement of electric fields and controllable formation of nanofilament. Ag pyramid electrodes were prepared in the Ag/Al2O3/Pt devices, causing the nucleation and growth of Ag nanofilaments at the tip of the pyramid (Figure 10c ) with highly enhanced electric fields (Figure 10d ). Low and reliable switching voltages were obtained, and the endurance and retention of the device are highly improved [84] . Qian et al. [85] inserted gold nanoparticles between the switching layer (amorphous Si) and inert electrodes to modify electric field distribution and control the growth of the nanofilament (Figure 10e ) with great improvement of memristive performances (lower electroforming voltage and higher OFF/ON ratio) [85] . These electrode engineering strategies can be used to well improve the switching properties. 
Interface engineering mainly means inserting an additional thin film at the interfaces between electrodes and switching layers or modifying morphology of interfaces to improve the performances The configuration of the interface can also be changed to modulate and optimize the memristive properties. Gao et al. [90] constructed cone-shaped nanofilaments by using an active Ta metal cathode to improve switching uniformity (Figure 11g ). Not like showing in the Pt/Ta 2 O 5 /Pt device (Figure 11f ), Ta metal can be oxidized spontaneously, which can produce a hazy interface between the cathode and Ta 2 O 5 film as a load resistor to inhibit the overgrowth of nanofilaments. Furthermore, Xue et al. [77] found the forming voltages of the switching devices strongly depend on the roughness of the interface between electrode and switching layer. The smaller forming voltage/free forming process can be obtained in memristors with rougher interface (Figure 11h ) [77] . Furthermore, if the rough interfaces are introduced with a controllable manner such as by using lithography, the device performance will be greatly improved without introducing complex device integration. 
Ambient Atmosphere
Ambient atmosphere (e.g., oxygen and water species) has a strong effect on the switching properties [93] [94] [95] [96] . Studying and clarifying the atmosphere effects is an urgent need for understanding the microscopic details of electrochemical reactions during resistive switching and improving switching characteristics. N. Knorr et al. [97] firstly demonstrated that threshold voltages decreased for higher relative humidity (RH) ascribed to the field-induced absorption of ambient water. And, the formation of metallic cations was promoted by the redox of water providing the counter charge supply needed for the ionization of metal [98] . Waser et al. [99] found the electrocatalytic release and reincorporation of oxygen at the Pt/SrTiO3 interface as follows: 
Ambient atmosphere (e.g., oxygen and water species) has a strong effect on the switching properties [93] [94] [95] [96] . Studying and clarifying the atmosphere effects is an urgent need for understanding the microscopic details of electrochemical reactions during resistive switching and improving switching characteristics. N. Knorr et al. [97] firstly demonstrated that threshold voltages decreased for higher relative humidity (RH) ascribed to the field-induced absorption of ambient water. And, the formation of metallic cations was promoted by the redox of water providing the counter charge supply needed for the ionization of metal [98] . Waser et al. [99] found the electrocatalytic release and reincorporation of oxygen at the Pt/SrTiO 3 interface as follows:
(Set process applied a positive bias) (10)
(Reset process applied a negative bias) (11) which causes the resistance change with large OFF/ON ratio. Rupp et al. [26] stated that the memristive behaviors occur at ambient humidity, but vanish in dry atmosphere in the Pt/SrTiO 3-δ /Pt device via cyclic voltammetry. This phenomenon is due to the adsorbed surface water molecules that change the Schottky barrier and the charge transfer in the oxide layer. Valov et al. [27] investigated in detail the effects of the humidity on resistive switching through isotope labeling experiments ( Figure 12a ) combined with time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). It is identified that oxygen, from water molecules or oxygen molecules, is injected into the SrTiO 3 layer during the switching operation and influences switching characteristics of SrTiO 3 -based memristor. 18 (switching failure after 1000 cycles). The electrochemical Set and Reset processes are as follows: 
(Reset process applied a negative bias) (11) which causes the resistance change with large OFF/ON ratio. Rupp et al. [26] stated that the memristive behaviors occur at ambient humidity, but vanish in dry atmosphere in the Pt/SrTiO3-δ/Pt device via cyclic voltammetry. This phenomenon is due to the adsorbed surface water molecules that change the Schottky barrier and the charge transfer in the oxide layer. Valov et al. [27] investigated in detail the effects of the humidity on resistive switching through isotope labeling experiments (Figure 12a ) combined with time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). It is identified that oxygen, from water molecules or oxygen molecules, is injected into the SrTiO3 layer during the switching operation and influences switching characteristics of SrTiO3-based memristor. 18 O -intensity increases near the Pt/SrTiO3 interface after cycling 60 times in N2/H2 18 O atmosphere (Figure 12b ), which means 18 O is incorporated from the atmosphere into SrTiO3 during switching process. Besides, the endurance of device was improved in humid N2/H2 18 O atmosphere (over 2000 cycles) than that in dry N2 (switching failure after 1000 cycles). The electrochemical Set and Reset processes are as follows:
Therefore, the effects of the humidity on the memristive properties and mechanisms should be considered at air condition. Therefore, the effects of the humidity on the memristive properties and mechanisms should be considered at air condition.
Selection of Dielectric Materials
A very large amount of switching materials including oxides, nitrides, tellurides, selenides, amorphous Si, and 2D materials have been reported to date. So, which materials should be selected to get excellent memristive performances? Yang et al. [100] proposed a switching material selection criteria that reliable switching requires a simple material system with only two thermodynamically stable solid-state phases of insulating (MeO n ) and conductive (Me) phases, which serve as the switching matrix and conduction nanofilament, respectively. The two phases should not react with each other to form a new phase by Joule heating in the phase diagram, while the conductive phase should also have a large solubility of oxygen (Figure 13a ) to accommodate mobile oxygen species during switching. As simple and promising material systems, TaO x and HfO x -based devices have been reported having reliable switching characteristics with over trillion cycles for TaO x [89] and ten billion switching cycles for HfO x [101] . Other material systems satisfying the switching material selection criteria described above should also have outstanding electrical performances.
It is worth noting that the configuration of the switching materials is also an important factor to optimize the memristive performances [102] [103] [104] [105] . Aono et al. [106] explored the impact of Ta 2 O 5 film density on the forming process. When the density of the Ta 2 O 5 film is decreased, the forming voltage is reduced in the Cu/Ta 2 O 5 /Pt device (Figure 13b,c) . Moreover, self-assembled Sm-doped CeO 2 (SDC) and SrTiO 3 (STO) switching media [107] (Figure 13d ) can control ions drifting to precisely engineer the resistance states with large OFF/ON ratios (~10 4 ) and high reproducibility (over 10 3 cycles) (Figure 13e) . Shang et al. [108, 109] fabricated an amorphous-nanocrystalline hafnium oxide thin film that can confines the formation of the nanofilament (Figure 13f ) to produce reproducible (over 1000 consecutive cycles) resistive switching behavior (Figure 13g ). The layered two dimensional (2D) materials can control ion migration to produce excellent memristive properties [110] , e.g., free of forming [111] , good thermal stability (340 • C) and endurance (over 10 7 cycles) [112] , larger OFF/ON current ratios (10 6 ) and lower programming currents/voltages (less than 1 µA/0.1-0.2 V) [113, 114] . These results demonstrate that 2D materials are achievable as promising switching layers in the memristor. However, high-quality (less impurities, cracks, and wrinkles introduced during transfer) and complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible 2D materials needs to be developed [115] .
Overall, the selection and configuration of the switching matrixes are of importance in understanding and controlling switching behavior.
Bias Scheme
Improved performance during the programming, erasure, and reading of the memristors relies largely on the voltage bias scheme, which confines the shape, distribution, and location of the nanofilaments. For example, Yin et al. [116] proposed a ramped-pulse series operation method to improve switching stability and cycling endurance. They also found that the dispersion of V Reset could be minimized by optimizing the amplitude of pulse. Hou et al. [117] found that R off strongly affects the Set speed and disturb immunity, which cannot be improved simultaneously by monotonously variation of R off , such Set speed-disturb dilemma demonstrates the importance of accurately controlling the distributions of resistance in the memristor [118] .
tive cycles) resistive switching behavior (Figure 13g) . The layered two dimensional (2D) materials can control ion migration to produce excellent memristive properties [110] , e.g., free of forming [111] , good thermal stability (340 °C) and endurance (over 10 7 cycles) [112] , larger OFF/ON current ratios (10 6 ) and lower programming currents/voltages (less than 1 μA/0.1-0.2 V) [113, 114] . These results demonstrate that 2D materials are achievable as promising switching layers in the memristor. However, high-quality (less impurities, cracks, and wrinkles introduced during transfer) and complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible 2D materials needs to be developed [115] . 
Applications
Memristors have shown great potential in a variety of applications such as biologically inspired computing [11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , in-memory computing [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , and the unique functionality of memristors [21, [119] [120] [121] past the von Neumann and Moore's law era. A compact and efficient parallel computing technology can be offered by the memristors, which is applicable to artificial neural networks and high-performance machine learning. In-memory computing can directly process data in the memory, which can enable area-and energy-efficient computation and address memory walls. More memristive applications are emerging including hardware-intrinsic security utilizing underlying stochastic operation (e.g., nonlinear conductance variations of memristors [119] and stochastic delay time of threshold switching), provable key destruction leveraging reconfigurability and variability of memristors [120] , and partial differential equation solvers for performing high-precision computing tasks [121] .
Summary and Perspectives
Over the past decade, great efforts have been devoted to understanding, optimizing, and applying memristors. Through field-driven ionic processes, atomic-level ion movement and electrochemical reaction, the device resistance is modulated reconfigurablly. A number of factors including the electrode, interface between electrode and switching layer, ambient atmosphere, the configuration of switching matrix and bias scheme can all affect memristive switching performances. All these factors need to be considered carefully to optimize device properties used as on-chip memory and storage, biologically inspired computing and in-memory computing. Nevertheless, under extreme conditions (e.g., ultrahigh frequency, ultra-small scale, and electromagnetic radiation), the atomic-level kinetics and thermodynamics of ion await to be investigated, aiming to pursuing the robust devices by developing new material and designing new device architecture. Besides, advanced and utilitarian simulation tools and analytical techniques with high spatial and temporal resolution at room temperature need to make breakthroughs for realizing real-time and nondestructive analysis of the reconfiguration dynamics at the atomic scale, which speeds up the material and device developments along with precise control of ions, ultimately achieve excellent comprehensive performances in a single device and expand its novel functional applications.
